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a b s t r a c t
Multiagent-based simulation is an approach to realize stochastic simulation where both
the behavior of the modeled multiagent system and dynamic aspects of its environment
are implementedwith autonomous agents. Such simulation provides an ideal environment
for intelligent agents to learn to perform their tasks before being deployed in a real-world
environment. The presented research investigates theoretical and practical aspects of
learning by autonomous agents within stochastic agent-based simulation. The theoretical
work is based on the Inferential Theory of Learning, which describes learning processes
from the perspective of a learner’s goal as a search through knowledge space. The theory
is extended for approximate and probabilistic learning to account for the situations
encountered when learning in stochastic environments. Practical aspects are exemplified
by two use cases in autonomous logistics: learning predictive models for environment
conditions in the future, and learning in the context of evolutionary plan optimization.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Modeling of complex systems often requires using simulation techniques that approximate real-world systems’ behavior.
Stochastic simulation is frequently used to model systems whose operation cannot be captured directly by deterministic
rules, and thus need to be approximated probabilistically. Further, direct modeling of entire systems is often not possible
due to their complexity and need to be distributed. The latter can be realized by multi-agent systems whereby instead of
modeling an entire system as a whole, only the behavior of individual agents is explicitly modeled [1,2]. These actions of
individual agents can be deterministic or stochastic in nature, depending on the specific problem modeled.
In order to perform their tasks better, intelligent agents learn from their own or other agents’ experiences. In many cases
the learning process is long andmay be costly, thus, in practice it is infeasible in real world-applications. Instead, intelligent
agents can be trainedwithin simulation systems thatmimic real-world environments, and then deployed to solve real tasks.
This resembles how people receive training, i.e., pilots training in flight simulators.
This paper describes agent-based systems asmeans of performing stochastic simulations, with special focus on providing
environments for agents’ learning. It describes the agent’s learning processes using the Inferential Theory of Learning (ITL),
and relates them to the simulation problems. This extension of ITL describes howartificially generated data from simulations
can provide the experience necessary for agents’ training.
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2. Agent-based simulation
Multiagent-based simulation (MABS) systems adopt the agent programming paradigm for simulation, and facilitates
the design and development of complex simulations through the development of simulation actors and simulation
environments. MABS has been employed successfully for systems analysis and evaluation in a variety of domains, ranging
from biological or social systems to complex business processes such as shop floor logistics or supply chain management.
This approach to the simulation of complex systems is based on themicro-level design,where individual decisionmakers are
modeled explicitly as autonomous agents embedded in dynamic environments. In contrast to alternatives, such as equation-
based modeling, MABS facilitates the design of complex systems due to task decomposition, a natural mapping from real-
world actors or entities to agents, and the focus on modeling of individual behavior [3].
In general, MABS can combine distributed discrete event or time-stepped simulations with decision-making
encapsulated in agents as separate and concurrent logical processes [3]. In classical simulation systems, the logical processes
involved as well as interaction links have to be known in advance and must not change during the simulation [4]. This is
not the case in MABS as each agent may interact with all other agents [5]. Agents may join or leave the simulation during
execution, depending on a stochastic simulation model or human intervention. Agents may also learn to improve their
abilities.
Thus, the key idea behind agent-based simulation is that complex processes, do not necessarily require global simulation
models. Rather, complex systems can be described by their parts, and interaction mechanisms between these parts. All
components of themodeled systems are represented by agents, each equippedwith a behavior model. Thus, an agent-based
system can be described as a triple (A, S, C), in which A is a set of agents, S is the schema that defines environment in which
the agents operate, and C is a communication mechanism between the agents. The simulation process can be described as
a function of these three components:
(At+1, St+1, Ct+1) = F(At , St , Ct). (1)
This model assumes that all three components change over time. Although the process seems to be Markovian, i.e., the
individual agents may act based on the past history of experiences. Agent-based simulation is usually realized as a discrete
event simulation, in which each agent is ‘‘executed’’ in each simulation step.
The above definition of an agent-based system does not explicitly describe the system’s goal. Rather, each agent in the
simulation has its own goal, explicitly or implicitly defined by the agent’s behavior rules. This paper concerns two types of
agents in A, stochastic agents that mimic real-world environment, and learning agents that improve their skills or extend
knowledge base by interacting with stochastic agents within the environment defined by S.
2.1. Distributed decision making
In multiagent-based systems, control of processes is delegated to agents. This is a shift frommore traditional simulation
methods with centralized control. This applies to both, agents responsible for stochastic simulation processes and learning
agents that interact with the simulation. In many application areas, including transportation logistics [6], distributed
decision making has been shown to perform as well as centralized systems. Moreover, distributed systems are more robust
and better equipped to handle disruptions to the process.
2.2. Learning agents
Through their interaction with stochastic simulation environments, intelligent agents gather experience. That experi-
ence, combined with agents’ background knowledge and the information exchanged between agents can be used for learn-
ing. In multiagent systems, the goal of learning is to improve agents’ performance on a specific task.
The most commonly studied form of learning in multiagent systems is reinforcement learning, in which the objective is
to improve the performance of an agent in solving a specific task [7–9]. In reinforcement learning, agents learn by trial-and-
error interaction with their environment in which they maximize the reward by performing tasks better. Methods such
as Q-learning [10], Temporal Difference Learning, Adaptive and Dynamic Programming are frequently used. Reinforcement
learning addresses the global problem (task) being solved by an agent, thus the learning process is very complex. In other
words, the learning space for the agent is very large—only the final outcome is used to score agents’ actions.Many approaches
have been used to improve reinforcement learning. For example, in [11] authors combine reinforcement learning with rule
learning in order to reduce learning space. An overview of agent-based learning systems is available, for instance, in [12].
The presentedwork focuses on learning parts of the task and using the learned components as input to an agent’s decision
model, DM . Here, action of i-th agent is determined by the agent’s decision model, based on the input x that represents
perceived state of the environment and agent’s internal state. The model DM is considered to be the agent’s knowledge on
how to solve the decision problem.
Actioni = DMi(x). (2)
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The i-th agent’s decisionmodel consists of an aggregationmodel AMi and a set of predictive models PMi. The aggregation
model is used to bring together all of the results from the predictive models to select the most appropriate action, as shown
in the Eq. (3):
DMi(x) = AMi(PM1i (x), . . . , PMki (x)). (3)
Here, by predictive models we mean all types of models that given a set of values of input attributes, describing the
state of environment and agents, predict values of output attributes (both continuous – predictive models, and discrete –
classificationmodels).We use the namepredictivemodels consistently to describemodels that predict the current unknown
to the agent, or future states of the environment.
For example, in the application described in Section 4.1, agents representing trucks in a transportation system decide
on the most optimal route to their destination. When deciding which route to take, agents use models to predict the future
state of the environment. From the agents’ perspective, the current state of the environment is not important, but rather the
future is. When planning routes agents need to consider what the traffic at specific roads will be when they travel through
them in the future, rather what the traffic is at the time of making the decision.
The focus of the presented research is in learning and using the predictionmodels by autonomous agents, rather than the
complete decision process. Section 3 discusses how agent-based learning can be described using the Inferential Theory of
Learning (ITL). From the perspective of ITL, predictive models are considered part of agents’ knowledge, and their learning
modifies that knowledge.
2.3. Stochastic modeling in multiagent-based simulation
The stochastic nature of Multiagent-based Simulation is reflected in the two features of such systems:
1. Stochastic processes implemented in agents that represent the simulation environment. These agents, denoted AE ,
provide change to the environment over the course of simulation. They are modeled to emulate real world entities,
or make more general changes to the environment. For example, a weather agent in transportation logistics simulation,
stochastically changes weather based on patterns that take into consideration seasons, and geographical locations.
2. Stochastic processes implemented in agents that interact with the environment. Agents that interact with the
environment can be stochastic due to the stochastic nature of the decision model they use. For example, planning agents
described in Section 4.2 use a stochastic optimization method in planning.
To exemplify and test the issues related to stochastic simulation, this research used the PlaSMA system [13,14]. PlaSMA
is a distributed multiagent-based simulation and demonstration system. It is based on the FIPA-compliant Java agent
development environment JADE1 [15]. Although its primary application domain is logistics [16], PlaSMA has also been
applied in other domains, including evaluation of a dynamic ride sharing system compared to public transport [17]. PlaSMA
has been used for evaluation of the learning experiments outlined in Sections 4.1 and 4.2. Following the earlier description
in beginning of Section 2, a typical simulation model in PlaSMA includes (1) the physical world model (schema), and (2) two
detached agent communities consisting of simulation agents, AS , and environment agents, AE , respectively.
Stochastic modeling in PlaSMA. It is possible to incorporate aspects of stochastic simulation in PlaSMA scenarios in different
ways, based on basic tools, including random number generators, provided in the Java-port of the Communication Network
Class Library (jCNCL) [18]. As detailed in [14], the physical environment of a PlaSMA simulation is modeled by means of an
OWL-ontology. It typically specifies a multi-modal transportation network as a directed graph of nodes, representing cities
or traffic junctions, and edges, representing transport relations. On such a basic traffic infrastructure, the scenario designer
places physical entities featured in the simulationmodel. In logistic scenarios, as those in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, these entities
include storage facilities, means of transport, and containers/pallets. The ontological description specifies the initial state of
the physical environment on simulation start.
Stochastic modeling with world model events. In order to model an environment which changes dynamically over time
as simulations progress, based on stochastic processes, PlaSMA uses environment agents. They are simulation processes
designed to manipulate both the topology and characteristics of infrastructure elements and physical entities within the
simulation environment by means of world-model events. In addition, these agents are responsible for real-time creation
and destruction of agents. As a result, an agent may simulate environmental aspects, such road conditions or weather and
traffic flows [19]. In some simulation studies, the generation of haulage requests and the creation/destruction of associated
goods may also follow stochastic distribution. All of the environmental dynamics within PlaSMA simulations thus far were
based on environment agents directlymanipulating the underlyingworldmodel by scheduling special events at appropriate
points in time.
Stochastic modeling with world model actions. An alternative way to introduce aspects of stochastic simulation into PlaSMA
scenarios pertains to actions which are used by regular simulation actors. These are agents which together constitute
1 PlaSMA, the Platform for Simulations with Multiple Agents, was developed at the CRC 637 ‘‘Autonomous Cooperating Logistic Processes’’. PlaSMA is
available for download at: http://plasma.informatik.uni-bremen.de.
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the multi-agent system whose behavior is the primary interest in the conduct of simulation experiments (see [14]).
Depending on themodeling granularity chosen for a particular scenario, the actions initiated by these agentsmay correspond
immediately to actions associated with physical entities, for instance the drive action of a truck, but also to complex actions
such as cargo transport between storage facilities. Actions in PlaSMA can be conceived as expansion of theworld-modelwhose
scope is respectively tailored to the domain of simulation. Actionsmay also be implemented such that success and temporal
dilation of execution follows a stochastic distribution, regardless of events that might also have an influence. For instance,
actions may internally model variation in trans-loading times at storage facilities or production times within factories.
Stochastic simulation in multi-agent environments can be used in training agents to perform tasks in real world
environments. As stated previously, this can be considered an analogy to a pilot training on flight simulators—they gain
experience in artificial environments instead of real ones.
3. Inferential theory of learning in agent-based simulation
3.1. Basic concepts
The Inferential Theory of Learning (ITL) provides an elegant way of describing learning processes by agents [20,21]. In ITL
the learning process is viewed as a search (inference) through hypotheses space guided by a specific goal. Results of learning
need to be stored, in order to be used in the future. FollowingMichalski, learning can be characterized as an inference process
whose results are stored for future use (application or further learning), as shown by the Eq. (4).
LEARNING = INFERENCING+MEMORIZING. (4)
The idea of ITL is different from the Computational Learning Theory (COLT) which deals with learning algorithms
convergence, computational complexity, learnability, and similar issues [22]. In contrast, ITL looks at learning as a goal-
oriented process realized through a set of inferences.
ITL, as defined by Michalski, distinguishes between learning by induction, by deduction, and by analogy. Induction,
most often realized by learning from examples, is falsity preserving: incorrect input leads to incorrect output. In contrast,
deduction, most often found in expert systems, is truth preserving: true facts lead to true conclusions. In fact, most modern
machine learning systems only approximate induction and deduction, allowing for inconsistency in data, contradictory
knowledge, and representation bias. This type of inference is called contingent (as opposed to conclusive) and allows for
approximate reasoning with a defined degree of certainty (i.e., probability).
ITL defines four main inference operations (called transmutations): generalization vs. specialization, and abstraction vs.
concretion. These operations are defined as follows:
1. Generalization modifies knowledge by extending the reference set of the description. For example, the statement John
studies machine learning can be generalized into John studies artificial intelligence.
2. Specialization modifies knowledge by narrowing the reference set of the description. The operation is opposite to
generalization. Thus the statement John studies artificial intelligence can be specialized into John studies evolutionary
computation.
3. Abstractionmodifies knowledge by reducing details in the description. For example, the statement Jack is health economist
can be abstracted into Jack is economist.
4. Concretionmodifies knowledge by extending details in the description. The operation is opposite to abstraction, thus, the
statement Jack is an economist can be concreted into Jack is a health economist.
Other transmutations discussed originally included in the ITL include: explanation, prediction, similization, dissim-
ilization, selection, generation, agglomeration, decomposition, characterization, discrimination, association, disassociation,
reformulation, randomization, insertion, deletion, replication, destruction, sorting, and unsorting. Details of these transmu-
tations are described by Michalski [20]. These transmutations can follow the main types of inference: induction deduction,
deduction, and analogy.
Machine learning in stochastic simulation environments is done by combining multiple transmutations. Agents
responsible for providing data for learning use stochastic processes that model real environments. For example, agents
representing sources for the transportation logistic system (part of the environment) generate orders according to stochastic
models that resemble real environments [23,6]. The objective of learning by autonomous agents is to capture regularities in
these processes that support the general goals of the agents (i.e., most efficient delivery of cargo).
Through their interaction with the environment, agents gather experience and then use that experience to increase
knowledge. Specifically, the stochastic models embedded in the agents representing the environment generate events in
the simulation that correspond. These events can be described using data: DATA ← E(t). Specifically, the data generation
follows instantiation transmutation.
Definition. The instantiation transmutation is a special case of the deductive specialization transmutation in which data
points are generated to satisfy existing knowledge. We distinguish distribution instantiation in which data points are
generated to satisfy statistical distribution, and predictive model instantiation which generates data points in the form of
tuples ⟨x, y⟩ such thatM(x) = y when instantiating the modelM . Here x is a set of input attributes and y is a set of output
attributes.
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After the data are generated, they are transformed through multiagent interactions within the simulation. Learning
agents observe the environmentwhile performing their tasks anduse the gathered experience to learn. This four step process
can be written as:
ENVIRONMENT→ DATA → OBSERVATIONS→ MODELS. (5)
3.2. Learning predictive models from agents’ experience
Learning predictivemodels in agent-based systems are realized through supervised learning. Let us assume that an agent
an observes environment through a set of observable attributes X = {X1, . . . , Xn}. Let us further assume that in order to
achieve its goal, the agent needs to predict values of Y = {Y1, . . . , Ym} that describe the environment. The values Y are not
directly generated by stochastic models, but rather represent an aggregated state of the environment. Thus, the experience
collected by the agent is in the form of pairs ⟨x, y⟩ and correspond to a typical supervised learning problem (classification,
regression, or a combination of the two depending on the type of attributes).
For example, in themodel described in Section 4.2 stochasticmodels generate new orders, but agents observe availability
and values of cargo—not the actual cargo generationprocess. Assuming that the agent observes only the day of theweek, time
of the day, cargo and their value, then the observable attributes areX = {Day, Time} and Y = {AvailableCargo, AverageValue}.
The learning process is to create a model M(Day, Time) → (AvailableCargo, AverageValue), which in fact consists of two
modelsMC (Day, Time)→ AvailableCargo andMV (Day, Time)→ AverageValue.
3.3. Learning by exchanging experience/knowledge by agents
Agents do not operate in separation. In fact, one of the important advantages of multiagent-based systems is agents’
ability to collaborate in solving problems. This advantage extends to learning tasks by agents. Specifically:
1. Multiple agents are able to collect more experience than one agent.
2. Agents may use different exploration strategies.
3. Agents may learn their own models through different transmutations, use different background knowledge, and use
different knowledge representations. Thus, in fact the agents create different models, even from the same data. These
models differently generalize the agents’ experience.
Collaborative learning can be realized by directly exchanging experience (data) collected by agents. Then, each agent,
provided the with experience of other agents, uses its own inductive learning mechanisms (batch or incremental learning).
When the actual experience is exchanged, agents do not take advantage of inductive learning mechanisms by other agents
that may reduce learning bias by one individual agent.
In instances where agents do not keep original data that were used in learning, they need to exchange the actual models
(knowledge), or exchange ‘‘generated’’ experience produced by sampling of existing models. Sampled data can be used in
incremental or batch learning. The advantage of using sampled data is that it implicitly includes background knowledge and
learning mechanisms used by other agents.
Finally, when agents directly exchange their models, knowledge transformation transmutations can be used. There are
two possibilities on how the knowledge transformation can be done. First, new knowledge can be directly imputed into the
knowledge base. When knowledge bases of two agents are disjoint, i.e., KBA1 ∩ KBA1 = ∅, the operation is simple. When,
the knowledge bases are not disjoint, additional operations are needed to detect and resolve conflicts through contingent
inference. When transferring knowledge, agents can also form an assembly M(X) = F(MA1(X), . . . ,MAk(X)), where M is
the assembly, F is an aggregation function, i.e. weighted average or voting, and MAi is a model of i-th agent or tis revision
used in model exchange.
3.4. Learning in agent planning: Learnable evolution model
Intelligent agents employ planning to better perform their actions. Planning is an optimization process that searches
through the space of possible sets of actions. One possible optimizationmethod that creates plans is the Learnable Evolution
Model (LEM), an evolutionary optimization algorithm that uses learning to guide evolutionary planning [24,25]. Specifically,
LEM employs inductive learning to generate hypothetical reasons for which some plans perform better than others. Then,
the hypotheses are instantiated to produce more plans. The process is repeated until a sufficient number of good plans are
found.
Plan optimization can be described as inductive specialization, that is, falsity preserving inference that generates points
from a general problem. LEM employs inductive generalization, sampling and selection in order to perform inductive
specialization. The process of searching is done through three knowledge forms used by LEM: namely, background
knowledge (BK ), population of candidate solutions (P) and their evaluations E, and hypotheses that describe high-
performing candidate solutions (H). The evolutionary process starts with randomization that generates initial candidate
solutions in P that are evaluated to get initial E. Then, the P + BG → H hypothesis is generated from the population and
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background knowledge through inductive generalization. At the last step, the hypothesis is instantiated, H + BG → P , to
create new candidate solutions that need to be evaluated to update E. The process is repeated, until a sufficient number of
good candidate solutions in P are found as measured by E.
LEM performs plan optimization in a multiagent system in which the evaluation of each candidate plan depends on the
state of stochastic environment.
4. Experimental evaluation of learning in autonomous logistics
To illustrate learning in stochastic environments, two use cases from autonomous transport logistics are presented: (1)
creation of models to predict future traffic flows, and (2) learning in evolutionary transport planning. These two application
areas cover a large portion of learning methods described using ITL in Section 3.
4.1. Learning predictive models for decision support
The performance of an intelligent planning system depends on proper analysis of the current situation and prediction of
the future. Depending on the domain, the planning scope may cover only a few hours for regional transports to several days
in international transports. Hence, important capabilities for intelligent planning systems comprise situation awareness and
prediction.
Situation-aware vehicle route planning: In order to investigate the impact of situation assessment and prediction abilities
in logistics, we consider a simplified single vehicle transportation scenario. An agent represents a truck that aims to find
the fastest route in a graph-based highway grid. This becomes a complex problem due to environmental dynamics that
influences the speed at which the vehicle may travel. The considered environment dynamics includes traffic density and
weather, both modeled by means of stochastic distributions [26, p. 3].
The agents apply route planning for their respective truck using an A∗ search algorithm with the cost function which has
been described in detail in [26, p. 2]. The route computed by this A∗ search is, however, optimal only when the agents’
knowledge about the future state of the environment is available and accurate. This can be described using Eq. (3), in which
the aggregation model is realized by the A∗ algorithm based on the prediction from the rule-based model.
Learning and applying traffic models: In the experiments, traffic models were learned in batch mode from simulated data
collected by agents over 15 years of simulated time (training data consisted of 131,488 examples for each edge in the traffic
network). The models were learned by agents using AQ21 rule learning software [27]. In order to reduce inductive bias and
test sensitivity of results, the program has been executed multiple times with different parameter settings [26]. The rules in
Fig. 1 are part of the model learned by AQ21. The first rule predicts speed 30, and the two remaining rules predict speed 40.
Similar rules were created for other speeds in the simulation model.
In learning, AQ21 performs contingent inductive learning from examples and background knowledge, followingmultiple
inductive and deductive transmutations. Specifically, AQ21 learns rules by applying two main operations: rule generation
and rule selection. Rule generation employs inductive generalization transmutation realized by extension-against operator.
Rule selection is deductive and involves rule evaluation according to predefined user criteria (deductive prediction and
deductive sorting). After evaluation, top rules are selected (deductive selection transmutation).
The online application of learned models to classify new examples, is done by executing the AQ21 testing/application
module. The program is provided with input files consisting of a testing problem description, learned models, and one or
more testing examples. Similarly to the learning phase, to avoid bias in the method multiple parameters of the testing
module were used. The experimental evaluation of the method, conducted using the simulation system PlaSMA, included
three types of agents: ignorant (IA), that use only information about the roadnetwork;weather-aware (WA), that useweather
information to predict driving times; and traffic-predicting agents (AQ), that use rule-based predictive models from AQ21
to predict traffic conditions as described above. All agents optimize the driving time of a 1000 km trip on the road network.
Simulated results are provided as an average driving time and its standard deviation for each vehicle agent and parameter
setting. For statistical significance experiments were repeated 4200 to 4800 times with one trip per run.
Results confirmed the expected strong advantage of AQ agents over the other two types of agents [26]. IA agents that
are dominated by the straight line heuristics and always choose such centered routes will not be affected. WA agents do
not benefit from their knowledge as much as traffic predicting agents because only the latter will actually realize the traffic
properties and consider them in planning.
4.2. Learning to guide plan optimization
Plan optimization with the Learnable Evolution Model (LEM; see Section 3.4) has been investigated for autonomous
control of container on-carriage [23]. The LEM optimization has been applied by agents online during the planning
process. The prototype system consisted of a multi-agent system that represents a freight forwarding agency. It adopted
a system design which consisted of two complementary parts that jointly determine the system behavior. Details about the
implementation of these measures and agents can be found in [28].
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Fig. 1. Excerpt of a rule set learned by AQ21.
1. Autonomous evaluation of pending transport orders by cargo agents active within the system. The order evaluation is
part of order management and is handled by dedicated short-lived agents overseeing haulage requests (including reverse
transports of empty containers). The evaluation formula accounts for the initial cargo order value, cost of transport
(measured by distance), and the time the cargo is waiting for transport.
2. Autonomous selection of orders for handling deliveries by transportation agents representing trucks in the transport
fleet. The operative order handling including, in particular, order selection is part of transport management by agents
each representing a single truck in the forwarder fleet. An additional agent assumes the role of a company-wide order
information servicewhich provides for the transport agents a complete viewof active orders and their prioritiesmanaged
by the order agents.
In an initial study, the performance of three freight forwarder configurations was investigated for container land-
transport across the federal territory of Germany, for lowandhigh order intake scenarios [28, p. 20]. All experiments featured
a homogeneous transport fleet of 16 trucks which can each load a single container at a time. In a baseline configuration of
the forwarder MABS, these trucks were managed by agents which follow a greedy order selection strategy. In a further
configuration, these agents instead used the LEM-based plan optimization approach. Finally, a third mixed configuration
using both strategies was employed to equal parts.
The outlined configurations of the multi-agent system were each tested in a ten-fold repetition of simulation runs
with durations of 60 days of simulation time. The experiments were conducted with the PlaSMA [14] MABS environment.
Evaluation of results was based on a system of logistic key performance indicators that were logged by the agents over
the course of simulations [28, p. 24]. These indicators were chosen such that it was rendered possible to assess system
performance from different points of view. These included a financial perspective, an assessment of pickup times (from
arrival of haulage request) for loaded/empty containers, and distribution of truck operations.
The conducted experiments showed that with a planning horizon of length 3 (delivery operations or empty drives) and
employment of the LEM-based plan optimization approach, the revenues of the forwarding agency increased. At the same
time, due to their predictive abilities, the planning agents tend to sacrifice the value of current order and transport empty
containers, if that leads to profitable follow-up operations in the near future. The planning approach also led to a lower stock
of pending orders at the storage facilities that were used as pickup points. An analysis of the distribution of pickup times
showed that planning led to greatly improved response times for the large majority of requests, with only some outliers.
These, interestingly, were mitigated effectively by a mixture of order selection strategies.
A comparison of results from low and high order intake situations showed further that the plan optimization enabled
the forwarding agency to exhibit a stable operation even where the baseline approach was clearly overwhelmed with
orders. It was thus documented that transport resources are much better utilized as a result of the integration of agents
that incorporate the learning approach to planning.
5. Conclusion
Multiagent-based simulation provides an ideal training environment for agents that learn to perform tasks, and can be
later deployed into the real-world environment. This is becausemultiagent-based simulation allows for the simple definition
of multiple stochastic processes that together constitute the environment: complex systems defined with relatively simple
rules.
In order to describe learning processes performed by agents in multiagent environments from the perspective of their
goals the Inferential Theory of Learning (ITL) was used. The theory is extended to describe how agents’ experience, which
is gathered by their interaction with stochastic environment, and combined with background knowledge, can be used in
learning. Specifically, the cases of learning by direct data collection, learning by knowledge/experience exchange between
agents, and learning in planning are considered in ITL.
Experimental results indicate that agents that learn to predict the environment and agents that learn in planning,
outperform naive agents in performing their tasks. More experimental evaluation is, however, needed to test the influence
of in-simulation agent training on their real-world performance.
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